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Naonis Viaggi, the only travel agency in Italy chosen by the International Lions Club as
its main point of reference, proudly presents its new section called Reveal Venice devoted
to the individual discovery of this enchanted city along with a high quality level of the
services provided.
Thanks to our closely selected collaborators, a highly enthusiastic and qualified team
will realize all your wishes and desires in the most authentic parts of Venice.
Naonis Viaggi renowned experience in the field of LUXURY TRAVEL along with the
local staff constantly available for any of your needs will guide you to the discovery of the
places of the soul.
Charming and cozy hotels, noble palaces as the setting of exclusive events, personalized
tours among shining Murano glasses, ancient perfumes and precious fabrics. But also a
stroll in the open-air market guided by excellent local chefs.
In the labyrinth of the calli our guides will get lost with you among old and exciting
Venetian tales.
Nice addresses, private tours, receptions and cares devoted only to you and your
loved ones.
Since every traveler is different from one another, with his or her dreams and ideas on
how to realize them, Reveal Venice offers you a carefully organized service of personal
concierge before, during and after your staying in Venice.

Because, as Casanova used to say, “Only the ones who possess the keys of the heart
could open themselves to the most seducing scenarios”.

Our Services:
Hotel and Private Palaces bookings
Wedding and Event planning
- Personal Shopping
- City Guide
- Vip Transfer
- Private dinners and Restaurant bookings
- Health and Wellness at your choice
- 24/7 Flight ticket and chartering service
- Visa Services for Tourism and Business Travel
-

WONDERS OF ITALY
VENICE + TUSCANY + ROME
9 Days / 8 Nights
from 10th to 18th July 2019
Eur 1900 / per person
Wednesday July 10th Milan – Venice
Meeting point at Milan train station, where you’ll find your tour escort. Transfer and accommodation at the hotel. Meet your
local guide and Venice walking tour.
Thursday July 11th Venice & Murano and Burano Islands
Short walk to get to the pier to embark on a motor boat. Excursion to Murano and Burano, the most famous destinations among
the small islands in the Lagoon. In Murano, known throughout the world for its glassmaking art, you will visit a Furnace to see
glass products being made. The tour will then continue towards Burano, the island famous for its lacemaking and for the brightlycoloured fishermens’ houses. Lunch in a restaurant.
Friday July 12th Venice to Florence
Transfer to Venice train station and then high train to Florence. Transfer to the hotel and free time for lunch (not included).
Walking city tour of the capital of the Italian Renaissance. Dinner in a restaurant with fiorentina steak.
Saturday July 13th Florence & San Gimignano, Siena and Chianti
Departure by coach for a tour of the beautiful region of Tuscany, with San Gimignano, in the Chianti region, and the medieval
town of Siena, where the famous Palio race takes place. (Lunch not included). You will then visit the beautiful area of Classic
Chianti and stop at a winery to taste local wines. At the end, back to the hotel in Florence.
Sunday July 14th Florence & Cinque Terre.
Enjoy a day dedicated to the discovery of one of the most beautiful and picturesque landscapes in the world. You will take a tour
of the Cinque Terre National Park area, where the sea and the land blend together to create a unique and evocative landscape.
Free time for lunch during the excursion (not included). Then back to the hotel in Florence.
Monday July 15th Florence to Rome
Transfer to the train station and High Speed train to Rome. Upon arrival, transfer by motorcoach to the hotel.
Tuesday July 16th Rome & Vatican Museums and food tour
Visit to the Vatican Museums and its famous Sistine Chapel with its magnificent fresco of the Last Judgement by Michelangelo.
At the end of the tour, visit of the St.Peter’s Basilica.
Free time for lunch (not included). In the afternoon, pleasant stroll through the
historical centre with a chance to sample its excellent food. Return to hotel and
overnight.
Wednesday July 17th Classical Rome and Imperial Rome (with Colosseum)
Walking tour through the historical centre, passing through the Trevi Fountain,
the Column of Marco Aurelio, Piazza Navona and Spanish Steps. Free time for
lunch (not included). In the afternoon, walking tour of Imperial Rome area and
inside visit of the Colosseum. Typical dinner in a restaurant.
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Thursday July 18th Rome
Two options for your travel according to your flight itinerary: * Transfer by
private van to Rome Airport (if your flight leaves from Rome) or * Train ticket for
morning high speed train to Milan.
DOWNLOAD
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JEWELS OF VENICE
4 Days / 3 Nights
from July 1st to 4th 2019
Eur 900 / per person
Monday July 1st – Venice
Your guide will meet you upon arrival at the Hotel.
Check-in, drop off your bags, and happily trot-off to discover Venice.
After some free time to rest or for a “Neighbourhood orientation”, we have organized for you a guided walking tour through the
most characteristic and important places of the history of Venice (about 3 hours). An essential tour for the understanding of Venice
and its main monuments: Palazzo Ducale, Bell Tower, Clock Tower, Marco Polo’s House, Basilica San Marco and its wonderful
square.
Return to hotel and overnight.
For lunch and dinner our local assistant will be happy to suggest restaurants or typical “bacari” (=wine bar) according to your
wishes.
Tuesday July 2nd – Murano and Burano Islands
Breakfast at the hotel. Then ready to explore the islands of Murano and Burano, the most famous and traditional destinations
among the small islands in the Lagoon. The meeting point of this excursion will be nearby St Marco Square. In Murano, known
throughout the world for its glassmaking Art, you will visit a Furnace to see glass products being made and have the opportunity
to buy a piece of the local production on site.
The tour will then continue towards Burano: the island famous for its lace-making and for the brightly-coloured fishermens’
houses, painted in this way in order to let the fishermen see them from long distance, according to a legend.
Lunch in a typical restaurant during the excursion. Return to Venice and free time. Your local assistant will be pleased to suggest
you other visits to the city or simply a nice walk to reach places with a stunning view for an aperitif or dinner.
Wednesday July 3rd – Venice
Breakfast at the hotel. Morning free for shopping or relax or to visit other magnificent museums and palaces. In the afternoon a
private guided movie itinerary will allow you to see the palaces, squares and streets filmed in the famous movies directed in Venice,
the city of the International Film Festival since 1932.
Venice has been chosen by some of the most important directors who saw in Venice the perfect set for a number of films (like The
Tourist, Casino Royale, Everyone says I love You and many others). At the end farewell drink in a typical venetian wine bar where
you will taste ‘cicchetti’ traditional Venetian finger food.
Thursday July 4th – Venice
Morning at leisure. Afternoon transfer by private boat to Venice Train Station and departure by high speed train to Milan.
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JADES OF VENICE
4 Days / 3 Nights
from 10th to 13th July 2019
Eur 900 / per person
Wednesday July 10th – Milan to Venice
Morning train from Milan to Venice (premium class reserved seats).
Your local guide will meet you upon arrival in Venice Railways Station. Transfer by private boat to the hotel. Check-in, drop off
your bags, and now is the time to enjoy Venice! After a couple of hours free to rest or for a “Neighbourhood orientation”, we have
organized for you a guided walking tour through the most characteristic and important places of the history of Venice (about 3
hours). An essential tour for the understanding of Venice and its main monuments: Palazzo Ducale, Bell Tower, Clock Tower, Marco
Polo’s House, Basilica San Marco and its wonderful square.
Return to hotel and overnight.
For lunch and dinner our local assistant will be happy to suggest restaurants or typical “bacari” (=wine bar) according to your
wishes.
Thursday July 11th – Murano and Burano Islands
Breakfast at the hotel. Then ready to explore the islands of Murano and Burano, the most famous and traditional destinations
among the small islands in the Lagoon. The meeting point of this excursion will be nearby St Marco Square.
In Murano, known throughout the world for its glassmaking Art, you will visit a Furnace to see glass products being made and have
the opportunity to buy a piece of the local production on site.
The tour will then continue towards Burano: the island famous for its lace-making and for the brightly-coloured fishermens’
houses, painted in this way in order to let the fishermen see them from long distance, according to a legend. Lunch in a typical
restaurant during the excursion.
Return to Venice and free time. Your local assistant will be pleased to suggest you other visits to the city or simply a nice walk to
reach places with a stunning view for an aperitif or dinner.
Friday July 12th – Venice
Breakfast at the hotel. Morning free for shopping or relax or to visit other magnificent museums and palaces. In the afternoon a
private guided movie itinerary will allow you to see the palaces, squares and streets filmed in the famous movies directed in Venice,
the city of the International Film Festival since 1932. Venice has been chosen by some of the most important directors who saw in
Venice the perfect set for a number of films (like The Tourist, Casino Royale, Everyone says I love You and many others). At the end
farewell drink in a typical venetian wine bar where you will taste ‘cicchetti’ traditional Venetian finger food.
Saturday July 13th – Venice
Morning at leisure and end of our services. If you fly home out of Venice ask us to quote private or regular transportation to the
Airport.
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